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Why outcomes management
Why/who
Manage the mission and risks
Be accountable
Advertising/marketing
Improving outcomes

Financial Service
Provider
√
√
√
√

This is the question we are asked about
Our work is not only about financial returns
We are client-centred

Asset manager

Asset owner

√
√
√

√
√
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What are outcomes?
Results hierarchy
!
Measures!of!
attribution!of!change!

Impacts

Measures!of!
Change!

Outcomes

Outputs

Measures!of!
implementation!

Activities

Inputs
!

!

OUTCOMES!=!change!for!clients!that!is!plausibly!associated!with!the!FSP!services!
!
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Decision steps: Financial Service Providers
AND ORGANISATIONAL ROLES/RESPONSIBLITIES
9 STEPS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Board

Plan – what to measure and how
Mission Review: Define social goals of change
Select indicators to capture change
Select method/s to measure change
Allocate funds & responsibilities to implement
Collect data
Put systems in place to collect and capture
Ensure systems for data quality
Review findings
Analyse the data
Report and communicate the findings
Reflect and Act
Use the outcomes data
 Core role











Technical –
SPM/Research
staff or external






















Additional role

[Useful references
G-8, Social Impact Investment Task Force, Working Group paper, 2014
Outcomes Working Group Webinar 1]

Management/
Operations
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Decision steps: Investors
Objective:
1) Coverage

2) Indicators’
comparability

Implementation:
3) Approach

4) Method
robustness

5) Data source

Resources:
6) HR*

7) Budget**

a) Full portfolio

b) Hybrid

c) Case by case

Outcome measured
in all investees.

Outcome measured in
majority of investees.

Outcome measured
in some investees.

a) High

b) Mixed

c) Different

Same indicators
across all FIs in the
portfolio. Fund
driven.

Few same indicators
fund driven + few
different FSP driven.

Different indicators
across FIs in the
portfolio. FI driven.

a) From scratch

b) Incremental

c) Marginal

Create a new
system from
scratch.

Improve FSP data &
practice through
recommendations.

Build a system on
FSP data & practice
already in place.

a) High

b) Medium

c) Low

High relevance,
advanced data
collection, analysis

Reasonable
relevance & data
management skills

Limited relevance
of results, simple
data management

a) New data
collected

b) Hybrid

c) Existing MIS

Survey, FGD,
clients’ interviews

Data available in
MIS / on paper +
new data collected.

Data already
captured in MIS
only.

a) Investor +FSP

b) Consultant +FSP

c) FSP

SPM experts,
capacity building
pivot, other.

External expert (+ FI
committee; training
& coaching).

Committee: SPM,
HR, operations,
MIS, strategy, etc.

a) Investor

b) Hybrid

c) FSP

Investor financed
data management
(all phases).

Development / 1st
analysis cost cofunded by investor.

FI financed data
management (all
phases).

*to design the system & do first data analysis. ** to design the system train staff, enhance MIS, build tools
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Investors outcome measurement: case studies snapshot
Root Capital
Debt fund
Impact finance
LAC, Africa

Acumen
Equity fund
Impact finance
LAC, Africa, Asia

c) Case by
case

c) Case by
case

a) Entire
portfolio

a) Entire
portfolio

b) Hybrid

c) Case by
case

c) Case by
case

a) High

c) Different

a) High

a) High

a) Mediumhigh

c) Different

c) Different

3. Approach

b) Incremental

b) Incremental

b) Marginal

a) From scratch

a) From scratch

a) From scratch

a) From scratch

4. Method
robustness

a) High

b) Medium high

a) High

b) Medium low

a) High

a) Medium high

b) Medium high

5. Data source

c) Existing
MIS

c) Existing
MIS

c) Existing
MIS

b) Hybrid

a) New data

a) New data

a) New data

6. Human
resources

a) Investor
+FSP

b) Consultant
+FSP

a) Investor
+FSP

c) Investees

a) Root
Capital

a) Acumen +
SolarNow

b) Consultant +
Bamboo

6. Budget

b) Hybrid

b) Hybrid

b) Hybrid

c) Investees

b) Hybrid

a) Investor

a) Investors

Relevance

Sarona
Equity fund
Impact finance
LAC, Africa, Asia

Relevance

Cost

Cost

Cost

Cost
Relevance

BBVAMF
Equity fund
Inclusive finance
LAC

Relevance

Relevance

Bamboo
Equity fund
Inclusive Finance
LAC

Cost

1. Coverage

2. Indicators’
comparability

Triple Jump
Debt fund
Inclusive finance
LAC

Cost

Oikocredit
Debt fund
Impact finance
Asia

Cost

Investor
Instrument
Sector
Region¹

Relevance

¹Region of the investees involved in outcome measurement. For more information please refer to graph 4 (framework) and to chapter 2 (case studies).

Relevance
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Gap analysis

Current gaps

Asset owner

Fund manager

Financial Institution

• Has clear social and financial
expectations
• Invests in funds matching
their social & financial goals

• Defines its Theory of Change
• For the socially oriented
funds, makes financial and
social outcomes projections
• Invests in financial
institutions (FI) matching
their social & financial goals

• Define its Theory of Change
• Makes financial and social
outcomes projections
• Provides services to clients

• Holds fund manager
accountable for social &
financial outcomes
• Directs investments to
achieve the desired social &
financial social goals

• Holds FI accountable for
financial & social outcomes
• Makes decisions to improve
the fund financial & social
outcomes
• Reports financial & social
outcomes to asset owner

• Measures social & financial
outcomes
• Adjusts the services to
improve financial and social
outcomes
• Reports financial & social
outcomes to fund manager
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Underlying principles for outcomes management
Be Lean
Being lean entails that you:
-

Are focused on what is relevant (not collecting too much – unnecessary - data, too often); only collect
the data you can use
Use available data – data already being collected as part of operations
Keep the approach practical and at reasonable cost
Are respectful of the time involved for clients
Ensure the findings are accessible and understandable…
And that stakeholders can make decisions based on the findings

At the same time, be credible
If data is to be used it must be credible. Strategic decisions cannot be taken on the basis of data which is
doubtful. There will be certain costs involved in ensuring credible data. The lowest cost approach may not be
of adequate quality, or may end up being less relevant and usable. Some initial Investment – in staff training,
in MIS – means small incremental costs over time.
Make it part of an end2end process
Don’t think of outcomes as standalone, but integrate it as part of the end2end process for social performance
management, with its own timeframe, and a feedback loop to ensure use of the information. Different
elements of the process all require attention, whether data collection is integrated with operations, or is
commissioned externally.
Let there be a culture of (measurement and) learning
Ultimately, use of the data depends on a culture of questioning and learning within the institution – “how are
we doing”? “can we do it better”? This has to be linked to a willingness to consider findings that may not be
entirely positive, when the analysis shows that, apart from average results, there are clients who do not
improve. After all, the research in the past 10 years and more has shown that not everyone benefits from
financial services.

[Useful references
Gates Foundation: A Guide to Actionable Measurement, 2015
Acumen: The Power of Lean data, 2015
D-LAB, TUFTS - MIT: Commitment to Lean Research, 2015
EDA Technical Note: End to End Approach to Effective Data for SPM, 2015]
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Theory of Change – example, and related questions
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Outcome Themes
Increase economic well-being
Definition: Improvements in well-being that can be
understood through direct or proxy measures of income,
consumption, poverty indices or significant assets.

Build resilience
Definition: Decrease in use of severe or moderately
severe coping strategies; successful use of savings,
insurance and other strategies to handle stress events
and shocks (unforeseen or anticipated).

Business growth
Definition: Increase in business turnover, profits, and/ or
sales or time dedicated to owned enterprises.

Employment creation
Definition: Creation of employment for adults (family
and non-family members) or self-employment.

Women’s economic empowerment
Definition: An increase in women’s ability to contribute
financially to their household or household enterprise
and/or to make decisions regarding the use of household
or enterprise resources.

Other outcomes
E.g. financial capability, health, children’s access to
education, social capital

[Mission Genome, 2015] Reviewing over 650 studies, the Mission Genome project identified the leading outcome themes.
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Sub-working groups – Outcome indicators in selected thematic areas
Criteria for indicator selection
The following draws on criteria available in the literature (such as AIMS, SEEP), the experience of Freedom
From Hunger in testing indicators for health outcomes, as well as the reflections of the indicator sub-working
groups in applying these indicators.

INDICATORS TO BE:
SALIENT

USABLE

CLEAR

FEASIBLE

COMPARABLE

FOCUS
Relevant and realistic
in different contexts;
will align to defined
social goals and
Theory of Change for
selected theme

ASPECTS/SUB-ASPECTS
1. Captures key outcome elements for the theme

Actionable by FSP
management (linked
to operational
strategy)
Unambiguous

2. Likely to align to specified inputs/programme
interventions; responds to capability of FSP to
influence

Measurable applicable by different
methods – practical to
collect the
information; reliable

Can be benchmarked

1.1 Can/should be adapted to local context
1.2 Specify as short-term or long terma for realistic
frequency of measurement
1.3 Objective or perception-basedb
1.4 Select if allows for change – e.g at baseline <60%
clients at baseline have a characteristic

3. Clearly stated
3.1 Meaning is defined, as required
4. Involves a non-complex question, which is
straightforward to answer, non-invasive, not
sensitive - provides dependable results
4.1 Specify if can be applied as part of operations (as
part of member form or loan application),
transactions data analysis, or better as a separate
Research question (survey or qual)

5. Provides a consistent measure over time
5.1 If applicable, wording of the question should be
matched to national indicators for direct
comparison of findingsc

Notes
a

Short-term – up to 2/3 years. Long term, 3 years +
Objective indicators are usually preferred. However, for more complex types of questions, perception
based indicators can be useful. Such questions need to be handled more carefully, since perception based
responses are more likely to be influenced by the situation, and mood of the respondent
c
Comparability to national data is applicable to questions that are covered in national surveys. These will
therefore vary by country.
b
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Approach options: data collection for outcomes management

FSP

External

skills? resources?

skills? focus?

FSP & Ext optimising skills &
resources

FSP routine data managed and
reported externally
(investor/network)

portfolio/operations/
transactions MIS fully integrated

Research/SPM dept
(own team, or hired
enumerators)
surveys,

Surveys
by students, consultant,
University research
department

FSP routine data &
research dept - with
external advisory

stories/qual.

One can think of the use of portfolio/operational data as “process driven’ – using data already collected as part
of routine operations. Additional research is more “purpose driven” – to collect data that you need.
Whatever the method used,
 there is a requirement for investment – resources, skills, time
 it is important to be streamlined, to focus on key research questions
 ensure that the findings have value for the FSP.

[Outcomes Working Group Webinar 11: Women’s World Banking]

